THE    POST
swore each time that we would not turn the wireless on, and
each time we broke our oath to no avail.
'We'll try to get your mail up to you in the spring/ I had
written letters and had given them to a native, Kernek, who
was to pass them on to an Eskimo on his way by sled to Perry
River. From Perry River, it might be, someone would be able
to take them down to Coppermine. If they caught the winter
'plane out of Coppermine, the rest was easy. But Kernek had
not been able to find the man who was going down to Perry
River and had brought back my letters. Now my family in
France would have no news of me until the spring, when I
should somehow arrange with Perry River to send off a cable.
I had counted on seven months to get a letter to France: it
turned out that it would take twelve. To amuse myself, I drew
up a mail schedule.
Relay Miles	Points	Transport
 1	100    King'William Land to Sherman Inlet	Eskimo sled
 2	150    Sherman Inlet to Perry River	Eskimo sled
 3	150    Perry River to Cambridge Bay	Eskimo sled
 4	300    Cambridge Bay to Coppermine	Police sled

 5	1,500    Coppermine to Edmonton	Aeroplane
 6	1,900    Edmonton to Montreal	Railway
 7	4,000    Montreal to Le Havre	Ship
8	250    Le Havre to my home	Railway
Total 8,350 miles, of which 700 miles by sled, 1,500 by 'plane, 4,000 by
ship, and 2,150 miles by rail.
I have already said that a trading session was a duel between
Post Manager and Eskimo, a duel that lasts for hours and is
repeated each time with the same conventions and formalities.
The fewer the foxes a native has to trade, the longer the duel
goes on; because invariably he manoeuvres, stops, takes inordin-
ately long to make up his mind, moans and whines — and when
it is all over he perceives, or pretends to perceive, that he has
forgotten to get in trade what he most needed, and he tries to
wheedle more out of the Post Manager without payment.
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